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GENRE, POETOLOGICAL AND AXIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
OF THE WORLD CHILDREN’S AND JUVENILE LITERATURE 
IN SLOVAK TRANSLATIONS I. CONTEXT OF 1960S.

Summary

This publication presents results of the research into Slovak translations of 
foreign children’s and juvenile books published in 1960s. The authors of particular 
chapters proceed from literary historian Ondrej Sliacky’s statement (2007, p. 50) that 
whereas the 1950s were the years of stagnation also in translations of children’s and 
juvenile literature, the 1960s brought systematic translations of quality books, and 
representative foreign works were published in creative translations. Therefore the 
fundamental research question read: Does the statement that the 1960s were „the 
golden age“ of original as well as translated children’s and juvenile literature hold 
water? The authors of the monograph attempt to newly (or rather for the first time
in the history of Slovak children’s and juvenile literature at all) and systematically 
read translated works of the 1960s as a whole. They study artistic qualities of texts, 
the degree to which they are inspiring for the home context, and visual aspects 
of translation production of that time. The heuristic research of the material issued in 
the response to the following questions: What was the strategy behind the selection 
of works to be translated in the given period? Which genres were most frequent-
ly translated and what is the relation of axiological and genre profile of translated
and home literature? What anthropological values were preferred? What aesthet-
ic qualities held the texts translated into Slovak? What share did Slovak illustrators 
have in the overall production and what was the quality of illustrations of translated 
texts? Answers to these questions are formulated mainly in the first three chapters
of the monograph. They offer a panoramatic view on translations of fiction, poetry
(Z. Stanislavová) and drama (A. Mitrová) into Slovak and on illustrations in translat-
ed works (M. Tokár). The closest analytic attention is paid to stories from the life of 
children and authorial tales that is genres that were most frequently represented in 
translation output and brought the highest artistic values. In addition to these two 
genre subsystems, most room was given to adventure stories that saw a big boom 
in 1960s. That is why in the Chapter 4, analytical and interpretational attention is 
paid to two adventurously oriented genres (science fiction – P. Karpinský, detective
story for children – D. Lešková) that use to be marginalised in literary historical re-
flections of whole children’s and juvenile literature due to their underdevelopment.
Finally, the Chapter 5 shows two interpretations (M. Andričíková, R. Rusňák) of se-
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lected translated authorial tales, since it were translations that enriched home litera-
ture most with timeless values in this genre.

 What the authors of the publication  left outside their research interest, is the 
type and the quality of translation in particular works. They only scratched the sur-
face of it in those cases that proved particularly marked either in positive or nega-
tive way. This criterion falls within the translation theory that is neither a realm nor 
an objective of the research.

 The present monograph is the first of three planned outcomes of the re-
search project. The following ones will cover translations in 1970s and 1980s, and 
since 1990 till now respectively.
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